
Mr. David Perry 	 6/29/92 

4601 Ainsworth Circle 
Grapevine, TX 76051 

Dear Dave, 

Thanks for your 6/24 and the enclosure, which I'll read when .E have time. I respo
nd 

in haste so that canlat:ke plans for your DC trip. First, as of now, any one of the days, 
A 

7/17-19w is OK. 

life is controlled by things I cant conkrol. One of these in medical problems. 

A new and potentially dangerous one recently diagnosed is "sleep apnea." It means
 not 

breathing when ,sleep. One of the consequences is that I am wide awake at ungodly
 hours. 

This past /riday, 12:40 a.m., and the next day only 25 minutes later. So, 1  must get to 

beiearly. I get too little sleep as it is and many d4.1:7, can't get to take a
 nap. 

Ao, when we got out to supper, to a fine place, we are thersi by 5 p.m. We always 
go 

to one place the owners of which have become friends, an Oriental restaurant. Tie
 food is 

6,1,4  
as good as you can get anywherem

it is modestly priced. A small place off the beaten path. 

We just about always go there Saturday nightd. I mention this in the event you will
 not 

be able tWas muCh'ih DC that day and may be returning the next day. But it dbes 
not have 

to be Saturday. Barring what I now cannot anticipate it can be alLy of those days. The food 

is not farout and if yell have the Texas liking fob spicy food they have some Kore
an dishes 

you'll probably find.as hot as you want. Host are not spicy. They have timche, too, if you 
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like that. 

In thumbing the enclosures to see if your letter to Penguin wain there I noted by 
t r , I 	 Em 	IL; (-or 1. ,-() I 	 7, ■ of! • 	' 

accident what I thought I took from your letter, that Oswald 'was stationed with 
the U-2 

) ' 	911.: 111" 	"" 	• 	 • 	• 
sty plane mission at Stsugi, Japan." He was not stationed with it. Not was his un

it. Do 

you think it is your letter that got the publisher to cancel a press conference scheduled 

for Crenshaw? Too bad that after all these years Gary Shaw can't distinguish fact
 from 

fiction. Such a nice guy, tool And • understand Crenshaw blameq all his mistakes on the 

others Al 

I knew that JFK:TODocumentedScreenpaly was coming but no more. I've not seen i
t. 

Who published it? If they "deetinentubtilat it will be more magical than Bullet 399!
 

t 
Thanks and best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 

I'm trying to squeesinout-enough'time 

to address JAMCid 
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